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Tha Crydoman ciain group comprises twenty claims, Mot 

TB 9M50 - 57 incl.. 95190 - 91 incl., find V49BA * 9} incl., in 

the Fort Arthur Mining, Division, District of Thunder Ray, 

LOCATION AW
The claims are located in Summers Township and adjoin 

the property of Leitch Gold Mines Ltd. on the east aide. Access 

to the property is attained by car from Beardmore, 5 miles to the 

southeast. The Great Lakes Paper Company gravel road to Camp 72 

crosses the property approximately through its centre.

For previous work the reader is referred to Geological 

Report - Crydernan Claim Group, by Colin Coats, July 7, 1960. The 

present survey was conducted during the period Hay l * 2S, 1961.

GEOLOGY
The geology of the property is relatively simple

when viewed on a broad veal e. The Jtoraetlons trend MB to ENB across 

the property, and have vertical to steep northerly dips. A belt of 

nassive Keewatin greenstone volcanics forma an area of high ridges 

across the north end of the property. The south contact of the 

volcanic ridge is represented by a high cliff, a major topographic 

feature crossing 3 claims on the property. Low ground to the south 

is underlain by a aeries of sedimentary rocks consisting of grey 

wacke, arkosic greywacke, iron formation and alate, which have an



apparent thickness of between 1000 and l500 feet.

A fault striking m separates the sediments fro* e repet* 

i t ion of the volcenic-sedimentary sequence crossing the southern 

half of the property. South of the fault, the central volcanic band 

varies in width from between 1600 end 2400 feet, there ie a simila 

rity in the topographic expression of the two volcanic bands* Both 

fora high ridges with steep cliffs overlooking low ground underlain 

by the softer end nore easily eroded sediments, the central volcanic 

band is in contact to the south with a second area of greywacke** 

The latter attain a maximum width on the property* of 2000 feet* This 

contact exhibits a pronounced divergence in strike near the west bound* 

ary of the property and will be referred to leter in the report. The 

southern band of greywackes is probably the Most interesting aeries 

on the property, In that it comprises the host rock for the Leitch' 

ore veins some distance to the west.

2 * VOLCAKICSi The volcanics of both the north and central bands are con 

sistently fine to medium grained rocks, light green in colour and 

generally massive. They present a compact, blocky appearance In 

outcrop and exhibit regular jointing, frequently filled with calcite 

and quarts. Some outcrops have an extremely fine grained, flinty 

appearance, usually accompanied by small black dots, which probably 

represent knots of secondary biotite* Quarts-filled vesicles are 

quite common and when no additional features are present in the rock, 

may give the appearance of a fine pebbly sediment. Schistosity Is 

apparent in some outcrops, generally striking M60 - 901 and dipping 

vertically. Lineation and achietosity are  specially pronounced



in the volcanic B adjacent tv the greywacke* along the eouth Mrgin 

of the central volcanic band* Rocks affected in thli way develop 

into highly (leslie chloritic achists and are probably indicative 

of some movement along the contact. 

3* SEDIMENT?; The sediments of the two belts crossing the property

differ in some respects, the north range sediments are predominantly 

medium grained, light coloured greywacke* and arkosic greywacke*, 

easily recognleable in weathered outcrop* They may be Massive, but 

usually break along planes of alight schistosity. True bedding is 

not easily recognisable as such, but appears to be parallel to the 

schistosity. This strikes B to MB and generally dips steeply M* 

With increasing feldspar content the greywackes become lighter in 

colour end grade into arkosic greywackes or arkose. Included rock 

fragments are recognisable but very small. The sediments of the south 

belt are greyish green in colour, fine to medium grained and generally 

more chloritic than those of the northern bend. Small brown limoni 

te spots are commonly present, Alteration of the greywacke accompan 

ying Mo. l vein, changes the greywacke to a soft light brown, finely 

fissile and friable rock. This alteration is not present to any ex- 

tent with the other smaller quarts veins exposed on the property* On 

the Leitch property, an alteration of this type accompanies the ore 

veins, but has been found to be negligible accompanying veins of non*
\

ore grade** '
i,

** tROH FORMMTCONi A few outcrops of iron formation are found just; north\\
of the road on the southern part of claim 9S1S3. The formation oan 

be traced for 500 feet and at onelocetion appears to have a width of
fin.. j-,.^a j, m *u-uur- mm* nujr-e-i*rjii* . TU.T'J i T Tirjuj-'T -j ..ii. u n T."iir .Hum n m r a •iiiimiTrr.mraim -lU—imi T m.-i. T m-.-m n .JL^SJLJ.-JIIMJLIL^JI——IIIJI--I!IIIU.
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* G. McKay - Personal Communication j



50 f to t. Lack of outcrop prevents mapping the extensions of this 

band, which IB known to occur on the Leitch property to the vest t 

Thin beds of hematite, red jasper and grey alate comprise the unit* 

Ho iron formation is found interbedded with the greywacke* of the 

southern sedimentary belt.

5* SPffi.^^MIJ 1 dieted exposures of conglomerate occur in the south 

ern area of greywacke* dore to the volcanic contact* Thia unit 

appears to bc in i cirral t ten t and lensy. Highly shoored volcanic 

pebbles occur in a chloritic* and sometime* aandy matrix.

Detailed regional snipping on the Leitch property indi 

cates that the lavas, overlain by Tiniskiming aediments have been 

folded into an overturned syncline, plunging, west and dipping steeply 

north. The present surface show* the formations to be atriking K -W i 

dipping north end with the tops facing south. Ihe easterly extension 

of this pattern occurs on the Cryderman property* the ME fault 

crossing the centre of the group is represented in pert by e north * 

fncing scarp of volcanic rocks And in addition was recognleed in 

DDH-V1. The fault cuts through the main synclinal fold along the 

north limb on the Leitch ground and may have caused a repetition 

of the volcanic and sedimentary units on its north aide. Although 

the fault eppareatly follows the eedlmeatery-voicanlc contact on 

the Cry derm* n claims, rock exposures are rare on the northwest aide 

of the property, so that it may cress the contact and continue west 

onto the Leitch ground, entirely within the sediments. The Attitude 

end trend of thf fault: is obscure,, but refcionrl work auggeato that



there has bean considerable lateral movement with the north side 

having moved east*

A pronounced t-shaped flexure ia the no* t southerly *edi* 

mentary-volcanic contact occur* close to the vest boundary* Such 

6 divergence in the normally straight line of contact, indicates 

a minor dragtoltl on the south limb of the syncline. Mo. l vein 

strikes E -W within the greywacke* on the vest part of the fold. 

It is significant that the productive Leitch Mo. 2 vein occupies 

a narrow shear on the exis if a u-shaped drag fold within the same 

band vi greywacke!). In this case the fold has been outlined by a 

dragging of the iron formation and a corresponding flexure in the 

south contact of the volcanic belt. Considerable shearing of a 

minor nature in present at many locations on the property. In all 

cases it pnraUeln the strike of the formations and probably form* 

the locus of deposition for many of the narrow BMB-striking quar tt 

veins.

No. l Vein: Reference has already been made to this vein in thv 

proceeding section. It is exposed by trenching for 500 feet in 

an fc-W direction between lines 24W and 28W on cl.im n 94984. The 

quarts varies between 12 and BO inches in width and is accompanied 

by t pronounced wall rock alteration previously described.

Three driU holes appear to have exploited the lateral ex 

tensions of the vein, but results of these ere not known. It is 

quite probable that the vein ie confined to the greywacke, between 

the volcanic projections of the   shaped flexure. Minor quarts



atfingers have been found in the greywackee south of No* i vein. 

It is thin area, comprising the aouth half of claia 94984 and the 

north half of 94V88, which Is considered a potential ara* for the 

existence of economic veins.

At a point east of the road, eome 600 feet east of Mo* l 

vein, eight drill holes ere located in * cedar svaap* The holes 

have been drilled north at varying angles end intersect a gold* 

bearing pyrite zone in diorite.* Ooid content of the pyrite is 

believed to be in the 13-5 range, but further Inforaation on the 

oecuxeuce le inching*

Considerable trenching hae been undertaken in past yearn 

on the area underlain by the BOUthorn bond of greywacke*. Trenching 

on claim 94993 her- revealed the presence of A few narrow veins, but 

it is evident from the amount of wrk carried out, little of Im 

portance was diucovoied.

K). 2 Vein; No. 2 vein is located 200 foot north of tho road in 

the Boutheaet corner of claim 951S3. It in exposed by trenching 

for IftO feet end in attitude nay be compared to the Leitch tfos. 

l and 4 veino. Hie quarts parallels the schistosity of the eedi* 

oent* for chert distances and then breaks across to new horizons 

in a eig-tag manner* Apart from the surface trenching, no Addition* 

el vork appeare to have been done on thin vein, and gold values are 

reported to be low* 

)*OS, 3t 6 4 y,e,it\sT i Veins 3 and 4 are found vithin the central band

* J. R. Cryderaan - Personal Coamunication



of volcanic P on cJnimn TB 95151 and IB 95)56. Titty have bean pre 

viously described ao Nos. l end 2 veins in a geological report on 

the Crydernan group dated July 7, I960*

from the foregoing geological eurvey of the Ctyderaaa 

group end a atudy of the ore-vein control at Leitch Ooid Nine* Ltd., 

it appear* to the writer that further exploration on the property 

should be concentrated in the vicinity eouth of the Mo* l vein* and 

in the aouthwest corner of the group in general. This area present* 

an irregularity of atructural condition*, which, although not yet 

fully understood at clearly defined, do bear a reeeablance to the 

controlling feature* of the economic Leitch vein*.

Colin Coau
Venttfua0 Ltd.
Port Arthur,

Hay 29, 1961,
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 42E-12
Summers

EAST LEITCH CLAIMS 
SUMMERS TOWNSHIP. ONTARIO.

SUMMARY:

Two zones of interest have been located which 
might be worth drilling, if the area is geologically favourable.

LOCATION AMD ACCESS:

The property is located adjacent to the East 
boundary of the Leitch Gold Mines property, and may be reached 
by road from Beardmore, Ontario.

INTRODUCTION;

Because of the property's location it was felt 
that a repetition of the Leitch structure might occur on the 
property. This possibility is now confined to the southernmost 
part of the property.

Geological mapping has suggested a drag fold 
structure in this area, but because of rock alteration etc., 
there is serious doubts as to its validity. Geophysical surveys 
were conducted in the hope that the results would either confirm 
or deny the presence of the structure.

METHOD OF SURVEY:

The theory of the two surveys is covered in the 
appendix to this report. The magnetometer survey was conducted 
using a Sharpe A-2 on the picket lines cut for the purpose. 
Readings were taken at 50 foot intervals. The Ronka survey was 
conducted using a Mark I Ronka single frequency, and again taking 
readings at 50 foot intervals.

GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION:

(a) Ronka Survey

The Ronka survey showed no anomalies whatsoever 
which could be considered important. A weak in-phase anomaly 
occurs near the quartz veins, and in the vicinity of the suggested 
drag fold.

(b) Magnetometer Survey

The magnetic relief between various rock types is 
small and it is next to impossible to locate contacts. One small 
weakly magnetic band crosses the northwest corner of the property.
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This is possibly a narrow band of iron formation, another 
very short band occurs just to the south of this first band.

The magnetic profiles are so regular that it 
is doubtful that the fold exists as suggested in the mapping.

or no fold.
The magnetics suggest either a more gentle fold,

Prom Claim 94986, through 94985 and 94984, a 
zone of isolated magnetic highs and lows seem to line up in the 
directions shown on the map. These zones are suggestive of 
disseminated sulphide mineralization, which could be associated 
with gold deposits in this area. If the property warrants 
drilling, then this area shown as Zone A should be drilled.

CONCLUSIONS;

Because of the low magnetic relief, the geophysical 
data does not verify the presence of a drag fold.

A zone containing possible disseminated sulphide 
mineralization has been located.

RECOMMENDATIONS;

If the area has merit geologically, then Zone A 
should be drilled. Three suggested sections worth drilling 
are shown on the map.

Respectfully submitted,

DJS/jl
January 12th,^962.

D. J. Salt. P.Eng.,
i-; P. J. IHA1.T 'f:

fl . ' l



APPENDIX

THEORY OF SURVEY;

(a) Ronka

When an electrical conducting body is placed in 
an alternating magnetic field, small eddy currents of electricity 
are induced in the conductor.

For the special case where the magnetic field 
direction is horizontal and the conductor an almost vertical 
lens of sulphide ore, the eddy currents flow very nearly around 
the circumference of the ore body. These eddy currents set up 
their own magnetic field. If this field can be measured the 
presence of a sulphide deposit can be detected.

There is a phase difference between the secondary 
field and the primary or initial field. The relationship between 
the two fields is measured in terms of out-of-phase and in-phase 
components.

The magnitude of these changes is influenced by 
depth, width and conductivity of the body.

The system employed uses a transmitter coil in 
front followed by a receiver coil 200 feet behind, Joined by a 
200 foot cable. A null is obtained at the receiver coil by 
adjusting the amount of compensation at the receiver coil. The 
change in compensation may be read from the scale on the dial.

(b) Magnetometer

Varying amounts of magnetite in different rocks 
near the earth's surface produce measurable differences in the 
earth's magnetic field. By measuring these differences the 
underlying rock structure can often be inferred even though 
covered with overburden.
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CRYDERMAN GROUP - BEARDMORE. ONT.

y J
GENERAL The area investigated comprises claim TB. 95151 and parts of 95150, 

95154,J 95156,' 94991 *md 94992y of the Cryderman Group, adjoining the 
property of Leitch Gold Mines some 5 miles NE of Beardmore, Ontario. 
Access to the property can be made by car. Topographicallv the area 
forms a prominent ridge slightly aver 3,000 feet long, treading in 
a N60E direction.

GEOLOGY The ridge is underlain by massive Keewatin greenstone rocks of vol 
canic origin, which outcrop over a width of 1,000 feet. The NW 
side of the ridge, represented by high straight cliffs is undoubt 
edly a fault scarp. This fault, whose attitude is not yet known, 
separates the volcanics from typical Timiskaming sediments underlying 
the low valley to the N. Arkose, arkosic greywackes and bpnded 
hematite iron foumation of this group are well exposed on line 28E, 
to the north of the gravel road.

Sediments of a different type outcrop on the south margin of the 
volcanic belt. They are well exposed on the old logging-road, where 
their glaciated surfaces make visible the faint bonding and bedding 
structures which are so typical of the fine grained host rock grey 
wackes of the Leitch mine. The sediments are probably Keewatin and 
appear to be comformable with the volcanics. The location of the 
contact has^not been determined with any degree of certainty due to 
the gradatorlal and highly chloritized nature of the exposures. 
The sediments strike NE and dip vertically or steeply to the north.

Although most outcrops of the volcanics are rather massive, medium- 
grained, dark green amphibolite rocks, they do possess schistosity in 
some instances. This varies between N60-80E and dips vertically or 
steeply to the north.

VEINS Two new veins have been uncovered by the recent prospecting of the
area. Vein No. l outcrops at intervals along the crest of the ridge, 
striking N75E and apparently crossing the general direction of the 
volcanics. It is 750 feet in length but probably pinches and swells 
along strike. The vein varies in width from 8 to 36 inches, being 
begt developed at the W. end. At this point the dip is to the S. at 
70 . The outcrop on line 16E however dips 55O N but in most places 
the vein has a vertical dip at surface.

No. 2 vein outcrops between line 28E and 32E at a point 200 feet S.E. 
of tee baseline. This vein is highly irregular in dip and strike 
when examined in detail, but in general strikes NW and dips to the 
SW. It is about 50 feet long and varies between 8 and 20 inches in 
width. Both ends of the vein are open, being covered by approximately 
3 feet of overburden.

The veins are of the quartz-carbonate type, often with their black 
schisty streaks. Golil has been obtained by paining the rust material 
from some of the outcrops*

Ventures Ltd. Colin Coats 
Port Arthur July 7, 1960
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